**FINAL CONCEPT PLAN**

**DISTRICT PARK MASTER PLAN**

**CITY OF EDMONTON**

NOT TO SCALE

CONCEPT REPRESENTATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FUTURE PHASES

---

**QUEEN ELIZABETH SCHOOL PARK**

**APRIL 2018**

**RECONFIGURED RUNNING TRACK & RENEWED COMBO FIELD w/ IRRIGATION 100x64m**

**KILLARNEY JR. HIGH SCHOOL**

**EXISTING PARKING LOT**

**EXISTING PARKING LOT**

**EXISTING PARKING LOT**

**PROPOSED TREE PLANTING**

**RECONFIGURED COMBO FIELD w/ IRRIGATION 100x64m**

**EXISTING PARKING LOT**

---

**PROPOSED PERIMETER TRAIL WITH SEATING, BOULEVARD PLANTING AND PUBLIC ART OPPORTUNITY**

**RENEWED PERIMETER FENCING**

---

**RENEWED BALL DIAMOND 84m**

**RENEWED JUMP PIT**

**PROPOSED BASKETBALL COURTS**

**SNOW STORAGE**

**132ND AVENUE**

**95A STREET**

---

**RECONFIGURED COMBO FIELD 100x64m**

**EXISTING PARKING LOT**

**132ND AVENUE**

**POTENTIAL PARK SIGN LOCATION**

---

**RECONFIGURED COMBO FIELD 100x64m**

**POTENTIAL PARK SIGN LOCATION**

---

**CONCEPT REPRESENTATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN FUTURE PHASES**

---

**PROPOSED TREES**

**PROPOSED TREES**

**PROPOSED TRAIL**

**PROPOSED TRAIL CONNECTION**

**PROPOSED TRAIL CONNECTIONS**

**POTENTIAL PARK SIGN LOCATION**

---

**SOCCER EXAMPLE**

*Youth-Game-Play-Soccer-Ball-2436343.jpg Creative Commons, Max Pixel*

**BASKETBALL EXAMPLE**

*basketball_bullfighting_season_youth-543378.jpg, Creative Commons, Max Pixel*

**PICNIC TABLE EXAMPLE**

*IMAGE PROVIDED BY MAGLIN SITE FURNITURE*

**PICKLEBALL EXAMPLE**

*IMAGE SOURCE BY ADOBESTOCK*

**CHALLENGE PLAY EXAMPLE**

*IMAGE PROVIDED BY PLAYWORKS INC. - CONCORD*

**SEATING EXAMPLE**

*IMAGE PROVIDED BY LANDSCAPEFORMS - PARALLEL 42 BENCH*

**SHELTER EXAMPLE**

*IMAGE PROVIDED BY PARKWORKS - CLASSIC RECREATION SYSTEMS*